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Blood And Politics The History
Donald Trump lashed out at Joe Biden for conspiring with Pfizer and claims distribution of the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine was paused – after it led to rare clotting issues – as a political ...
Trump accuses Biden of 'conspiring with Pfizer' to pause J&J shots for 'political reasons' and says the vaccine's reputation is 'permanently challenged'
With the perspective of world history, one can humbly appreciate that democracy ... But we cannot do that if we continue to treat the political process as a spectator blood sport. Instead, we each ...
Statewide View: Let's stop treating the political process as a spectator blood sport
American liberal democracy has devolved from its origins as a fractious philosophical system into a uniform and uptight political religion. Americans are left with what amounts to a theocracy of ...
Trump, Luther, and the Great Schism of Liberal Democracy.
From the history of these spats, it makes sense that Republicans are still kneeling to an out-of-power president.
McConnell vs. Trump: Why the GOP Is Right to Worry
First Read is your briefing from "Meet the Press" and the NBC Political Unit on the day's most important political stories and why they matter.
As GOP sticks with Trump, grassroots energy on the right has gone missing
I will never have enough of the Biblical scene where Jesus is cornered by a barbarous multitude baying for the blood of an adulterous woman ...
Who among us has no sponsor or does not sponsor? Leave the poor girl alone!
Like his appreciation for art, Bravo’s verve for community organizing also runs in his blood. His maternal great-grandfather ... Bravo says that family history of community organizing, along with his ...
Glitter Political: San Antonio Council hopeful Mario Bravo vies to jump from activism to public office
For many men in particular, politics seems to be a stand-in for the wars and blood sports that historically ... Literature and history are full of fights within families, tribes, nations ...
Americans really love politics
President Bolsonaro’s sudden firing of his defense minister and the entire command of the armed forces has unleashed an unprecedented military and political crisis in Brazil.
57 years after the 1964 coup, Brazil again confronts specter of dictatorship
We are at the crossroads of three areas: politics, religion, and the wellbeing of our planet. Members of certain religions often subscribe to political ideologies about the environment. Why are we ...
Faith and Values: Combatting climate change is a duty of our faith — whatever it may be
Even though I knew that the jokes about being microchipped by the “gubment” when you get vaccinated for COVID-19 weren’t funny to some people, the notion that this or any other vaccine could somehow ...
The old politics behind the new vaccine
The political ... blood quantum is not the only factor by which an individual is defined as Native American, it is also an individual’s knowledge, customs practices and oral history.
Guest Editorial: Don't steal my identity
In the brave new world of Kerala politics today, what matters is not ... As Congress, BJP, CPM and others ‘blood’ get mixed, the resultant entity will be a curious admixture of discreet ...
Throwaway politics or end of politics?
European regulators have determined there is a link between AstraZeneca's COVID-19 vaccine and clotting. KDKA's Dr. Maria Simbra has more.
European Regulators Determine Link Between AstraZeneca's COVID-19 Vaccine And Blood Clots
Johnson & Johnson's COVID-19 vaccine has been paused in the US after six women developed rare blood clots, including one who has ... adding that it could be a 'political' decision driven by the FDA's ...
FDA and CDC pause J&J vaccine after six women develop blood clots
Families in England who lost relatives as a result of the NHS blood infection scandal are to ... called the worst treatment disaster in the history of the NHS. In a written statement, Ms Mordaunt ...
NHS blood infection scandal payments to increase
according to advocacy group Assistance Association for Political Prisoners (AAPP). Images posted on social media showed the town's roads streaked with blood and bodies laying crumpled and lifeless ...
Myanmar: Streets of blood in Myaing as UN fears 'crimes against humanity'
Jeanette lives in Miami and refuses to visit her mother, Carmen, a Cuban immigrant whose family history is drenched in blood and political upheaval. Jeanette dreams of going to Cuba and wants to ...
Caught in between in ‘Of Women and Salt’
The history. But now, his energy and passion is ... Pereira came up with the “material” conceptual design. “I wanted the blood and soul of Mozambique depicted,” he says.
The blood and soul of Mozambique – in Durban
There are concerns about the coronavirus vaccine and blood clots in people who have ... European countries to suspend the rollout was a “political one”. “We got to the point of a suspension ...
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